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Tuition Hike Contemplated by UniversityTrllstees
by Marc Ganz

sources, the trustees are opting Williamsville) and William · ty system. The law school has
for increasing tuition levels. Hoyt (D., Buffalo) have in maintained a high enrollment
. ' Accordir,g to local . and · One truste~ reportedly said to dicated they are presently op level and his contributed tQ
Albany sources, UB's tuition \ student re~resentative. Jim posed to a tuition hike within the general° growth of the UB
~evel will most likely ihcrease-· Stern, "We can't ask for hands SUNY. .
.
area. This, combined with im
$300 'to $600 per year. UB Law . outs every year." The trustee .
minent opening of a second
However, th·e SUNY Board state fin.anced law' school, may
Scl)Qol's tuition rate js the . was referring to going to the
· state .supported New York legislature to
' ask for of Trustees make the finaf
highest among
help convince the SUNY
law schools· in. t_he United .additional funding allocations. decision. There ·are currently trustees to maintain the cur
I Students have other ideas.
two local truS t ees: George Col- rent tuition s.chedule. Oppos
States.
SUNY trustees, meebng on Student. Bar Association Presi- lins: a local physician, and At ing this argument are both
January 28th i-n Albany',..,,dent William Altreuter has torney Arnold Gardner. Other ·Division of the Budget . and
·reportedly · were presented. fprmed a comrrtittee to, in- persons who may lend help in SUNY officials who conclude
three options by Chancellor v~sti_gate and organize a cam- th e- tu it ion fight inc I ude the :. professional schools
Clifton Wharton . Two options paign around the tuition hike members of t~e UB Council. , should pay part of the increas
·
I d seve
· · re cu.tback· s. The and SUSTA deletion actions · Several prominent
ed tuition charges and thus all
·1 ·attorneys
I d'
mvo-ve
h c
trustees rejected facui'ty cut- · The ' ,campaign will center . serv~ on t e ounci _me u . mg: shbuld increase their fees in an
backs and ,. ate faced with _around a letter writing cam- Chairman . Robert Millonzi, M . equitable fashion. This logic
either· asking . tht. Legislature paign followed by personal Robert Koren and Ms . Rose prevailed in the 1978 tuition
for more· money or increasing visits .tci 1egislators· in Albany , Sconiers.
year as .the law school's tuition
UB law School has several rose sharply .
,~tuition and fees . According to and Buffalo. Several local
·student Association of the legislators,
including advantages over other
This year history will repeat
. State Un ive rs it
·(SAS U l ·Assemblymen John Sheffer (R ., segments of the State Unil(ersi- i~self. For the past four years,

- •.
1n1on

y
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tuition has increased in alter
native years, which coincide
with non-election years. So,
don't be surprised if next year,
you ge\ an envelope in the
·mail with a larger bill than you
1
got this year. Unless "students
get out their Albany suits," ac
cording to one noted law -pro
fessor, an increase is in
evitable.
When asked · for comment
concerning the rumored tui
tion .hike, Dean Headrick
stated that "a small tuition
hike , is inevitable considering
the costs to the University and .
inflation· in general." But he
added that , h.e thinks a
$100-$150 per year tuition in
crease is the maximum the
SUNY
trustees, should
consider.

Ouinion
John Lord O'Brian Hall
SUNY /B. North Campus
Buffalo. New York 14260
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Bell Awaits Tenure Decision ·as Breger Ponders ,
by Edward M. Sinker '
. According to Dean Thomas
.H.eadrick, Professor Marshall
.·Breger -has received a "non
, binding, advisory vote" from
· the Promotions and Tenure
Committee as fo his candidacy
for tenure.
.
''.To · the · best of my

knowledge," · reported
Headrick, "Breger is not going
-to seek. tenure for personal
reasons which he did nel
elaborate on."
Breger will be on leave this
semester to the Bar-II in Univer
sity law·School in Ramat-Gan,
Israel. "I'm out of the picture,"
, Breger said, ..:•until I return

I

1-

Frank Bolz

Professor Richard Bell awaits •a tenure · decision from th~ Vice
' Presidenes -pffic;e.'

from leave. I haven't decided
whether or not to request .t he
faculty to consider ni~.- for
~re. I have until December
of- 1981 to make a decision,
arid I expect to decide over the
summer."
.
"I've gotten a lot of advice,"
explained Breger, "some for
tenure, and some against.
Dean Headrick· and others
have spoken with me on the
matter. Since I have no
specific knowledge as to· the
details of the advisory vote, I
cannot comment on it." '
The first-year Ethics course,
wf-iich Breger directed, \\'.ill
conclude the semester without
any
faculty
member's
guidance. "The course will
finish with teaching assistants
meeting in small groups," ad·
mitted Breger, "so---as to ·accommodate· my , leave to
Israel.'.'
Professor Richard Bell,
presently being considered for
tenure, is awaiting a determination from Vice President

c

Guy Van Baa en

.
Professor Marshall Breger, despite Dean :Thomas Headrick's remarks to
the contrary, says he has not rit led out tenure consi deration.

Robe'rt Rossberg's office. "The Promotions and Tenure
law faculty, at the request of ,Committee and presently
Bell" said -Headrick "has awaits the Vice-President's
vot~d on the tenure iss~e at a evaluation . "Things are just
secon;,i/
on-the - record too ri'lu ·rky right now,"
meeting."
explained Bell, "f6r me to be
Professor ·Bell reported a able t<:' comment on any~~ihg
unfavorable vote from the regarding my tenure here.

·Health Hazard Sus icions Over Room 112 Allayed
ditionally, ~ think the b1,1ilding
was. constructed before the
· potential harmful effects of
•
Suspicion of the prese!lce of asbestos were known."
.asbestos in the ceiling of Room
"I'm happy ·with the ad
112 O'Brian ' prompte~ Pro ministration's response and
fessor Bai:_bara Blumenthal" to have no objection to teaching
request that the meeting place in that room," Professor
of her corporations class be Blumenthal stated . When
switched to Room 106. '
reminded o,f the general
"It was mostly out of con dista~te for the room by
cern for · the health of my students and faculty alike
students and myself tbat I ask Blumenthal responded that the
ed Mr. Wallin- to make the alleged "Purple Pit $eemed
change," Blumenthal em
all right to me but for the
phasized . "I didn't do it to start possibility of asbestos ."
a crus-1de 'but ,my suspicions
A clarifying letter nas been
were aroused when I noticed
the-similarity of the r"oof cover received and distributed by
ing in• Room 112 to those Dean Thomas Headrick from
_known to contain asbe~tos . Ad- J~hn' A. Neal, Vice President

,,

Professor Ba·rbara .J31umenthal says she 'is happy with the administration's response to ' the asbestos issue. ,
.

~

by Steve Gabor and
Ralph Peters

for Facilities Planning. The let- ter advises the Dean that the
material used on the ceiling is
called
"MONO-KOTE",
manufactured by the firm of
Zonolite, Inc. Literature pro
Nided by Neal indicates an
absence of asbestos in the ceil- '.
ing preparation, but does .not
specify the exact chemicaf
composition of the c~mpou.nd .
The Environmental Health
and Sa'fety Office is currently
working on a complete
material analysis of the
coating, and should have the
results by the time the Opinion
goes to press. Neal states he is
" comfo1table that the asbestos
determination
will
be
negative."
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pened since the finals crunch
started last ' semester, and I
wouldn't fee/ right about Jet
ting it all go by without com

Editorial

An Open Leher to
the NY Legisfature

ment.
Last' semester's resignation
by 0ur treasurer, Marc Ganz,
was unfortunate on two levels.
We will miss his expertise and
his willingness to work a problem all the way through. We
are disturbed more because
the reasons for his resignation
are manifestations of the probl ems which underlie the
organization and aaministration of the SBA. Personality
differences and frustration
over others' s~erning lack, of
commitment are inevitable occur.en ces
in
a
quasi-

Governor Carey's 1981 -82 executive budget does not contain
funding for SUSTA, the financial aid program that helps certain
students go to the State University's or:ily law school. The New
York State Legislature should consider the following:
a) Over one-quarter of the UB Law School student body
receive maximum tuition assistance through the Tuition
Assistance Program (TAP) and therefore are eligible for SUSTA
To tfie Editor:
payments .
b) The SUSTA program is an integral part of the special law
We are writing this letter in
admissions program, which is geared towards economically
outrage at a particular listin·g
disadvantag.ed law school student applicants. Many persons, in
in Placement's Newsletter of
cluding· Law School Dean Thomas Headrick fear that without
Nov. 14, 1980. Placement inSUSTA, the law school will provide legal training for only af
dicates that a Summer 1981 Influent law·school students.
ternship Program is being ofc) In 1980-81, New York State, via SUSTA, gave eligible law
fered by Americans United For'
students a $1200 credit towards the law school tuition of $2200.
Life (AUL Legal Defense Fund).
There are strong indications of a tuition increase for 1981 -82.
AUL, we suspect, is part of a
· d(The New York State Division of the Budget (DOB) ra
tionale for eliminating the SUSTA progi am does not take into
sr11all , well -organized , and
well-finan~ d sec tor in this
consideration the larger financial needs of law st.udents as com
country whicli has stepped up
pared to undergraduate ·students .
The reason the DOB offers in defense of SUSTA's demise is
their attack on women's right
that undergraduates attenaing the City University of New York
to choose.
(CUNY) are not presently eligible for SUSTA payments, since ·
The New Right is composed
SUSTA is unique to the SUNY system . The hatchet wielding
of many of the- same faces as
budgeteers cut the SUNY undergraduate and professional
the old right; for example, the
students in the name of supposed parity in public higher edu ca- · John Birch Society, the Conser- tion . In other words, if CUNY can 't get something, parity
vative Party, and Young
demands cutting SUNY.
Americans for Freedom . The
It just doesn't make sense. DO B's rationale does not take into · new twist is that it has placed
the ideal of motherhood ahead
account the plight of the law student without adequate finan
cial resources. No where in the written justification is there
of its militarist, racist, and antisubstantive reasoning for discontinuing the essential SUSTA
labor prograJllS .
program at UB Law School.
·
Their anti-abortion strategy
If the DOB officials have problems with the SUSTA program "has--resulted in a coalition cornat levels other than the law school, it might be preferable to
posed of Evangelicals, antiseparate the two distinct financial aid programs (law school and
feminist and anti-homosexual
undergraduate). The undergraduate SUSTA program is mainlf g_roups. The Catholic Church
designed for five-year program students, while the law Sf hool
.has 'also been a powerful force
SUSTA program is for all qualifying students . The law school
which the New Right has utilizSUSTA program has ·been funded for a number of years, ·and
ed . The Church has bee·n active
DO'B has failed to show an y cause for eliminating the law
in, and been providing much
SUSTA program .
_,,
- .
funding for; the .anti-abortion
Finally, it appears odd that at the same time Governor Carey
campaign.
is deleting essential financial aid from UB law students, he also
Thi'? Right, no doubt, views
is approving a first instance appropriation for planning at the in
the Nov,, 1980 election results, ·
fant CUNY law school at Queens College. Is the Governor
which brought .. large numbers
scheming from the start to take from one state law school to
of conservativ~s into Congress,
enable the other school to prosper?
as a sweeping validation of
We hope the New York State Legislature will see t:h~ need for
their policies. They claim to·
continued ~i~ to economically disadvantaged law ~tudents.
represent, as the Placement
The DOB clearly h{ls another target (undergraduates) in min,d, · Newsletter indicat~s. "the
but unless the legislatunf acts, some law. students wi'II get hurt· ideal _of guaranteeing through
by.mistake.
the law 'the civil riglit to life of

overnment like the SBA, and I · that we are soliciting your opi
:uppose that there is really nions, and stress t~at the com
nothing that can be done mitttee feels that 1t represents
about the encroachments the "-- the law school at lar-ge, rather
organization makes on one's than eac~ com~ittee member
personal life. It is unfortunate repr~s~ntmg h~s or her own
spec1f1c constituency . group.
when these difficulties cost us _
an individual with Marc's Please feel _free fo approach
abilities .
any of us with remarks .
Our new treasurer, Joe Ruh,
* * *
is aware of course, of the pro
blems Marc had dur.ing his
Dean Canfield is currently
tenure and is confident that
they c~n be deait with . On the working with the SBA to try to
basis of his confidence, and . institute a system of Academic
my own assessment of Joe's Advisement. Frankly, I· think
talents (and his reputation), I · this is an idea that merits
am likewise confident that serious consi~eration for at
Marc has been ably replaced .
least two reasons . First, there}
little enough advisement going
· on here at the moment, and
this results-too, often in pe<;>ple
University practice dictates merely drifting -from....(!.Qurse to
that the deans of the colleges course and ultimately out into
be evaluated periodkally. The the cold world . Secondly,- one
review process is conduated, in of the things I discovered when
part, by committees consisting I ran for this job was that peo
of faculty, students, and staff. pie were generally unhappy
This year is our Dean's turn, with the quality of faculty/stu
and the committee, consisting dent relations. A program of
of Professors Joyce, Lindgren faculty advisement would go a
and
Halpern,
Audrey long way towards improving
Koscielniak, and Dana Cowan, · the rapport the · faculty 1-)as
Caitlin McCormic'k and myself with the students. If anyone
is now in the process of gather- has any thoughts on this . mat
ing evaluative material. I'll .be ter, contact Bob Shaw, Julie
devoting another column to Rosenblurn, ~or me, and we will
this P.rocess in the future. For see that your . ide,as are connow, I'd like to make it known sidered .

.. .

Concerned Students Assail
November's Placementlistiag
individual human beings at all con-tr-aceptives , •.which- · may
stages of biological develop work as ab'o rtifacients would
merit. " Their ideal bears heav be outlawed . The illegal abor
ily against women .
tion death rate would · be
Seven out of ten women, outrageously high because
who require abortions, will women may not seek emergen
have an illegal abortion if it is cy health care in cases of a
outlawed . This past summer, botched illegal abortion for
the IJS Supreme Court, in fear of . criminal prosecution .
McRae, virtually signed the The Human Life Amendment is
death warrant_ for poor women . a threat to all women .
The majority upheld the con
To our knowledge AUL has
stitutionality of the Hyde not had any pr,i or listing in the
Amendment which denies the' Placement Newsletter. It is not
use of Federal Medicaid funds to.o .surprising that they are
for abortion . Justice Marshall, confident enough, in light· of
in his dissent, predicted that a the upcoming administration
significant increase in death in Washington,_ to utilize , a
and permanent health damage State University ,service.
for women would result
It is imperative , that
because women would turn to Reproductive Rights work con
back-alley butchers or anti tinue irr light · of increasing
qu'ated "home remedies ".
oposition by t~e Right. The
While abortion programs' are New Right espouses ~ very
being cut off, federal dollars traditional view .of the family,
pay for 90% •of the cost Qf with rigidly defined sex roles
Medicaid sterilizations . that paternally subordinates
Throughout the country, poor and oppresses women.
·
and minority women are
Women must have confrol
sterilized because-of threats or of their 'lives and ·of their
fear that medical and/or social bodies . Women must , control
services will be taken away. If the uses to which their bodies
abortions are no longer an op are put in the spheres of ,pro
tion for poor women, then duction, ·reproduction,. and sex
steriliz'a tion _abuse will con- uality. W:e must work towards
tinue to increase.
__._ ~
these ends; remem_ber, our
, President Reagan and other lives are at stake.
conservatives are promoting
Fran Bernat
passage of a Human Life
Faber
Amendment to the Constitu
Peter Kaplan _
tion. The Amendment - would
- David Nelson
essentially declare the fertiliz- ·
Betsy Broder
ed egg and a p ~ ' be
Alice Weiner
equal under the law. Such a
t,ranci Bruno
concept.is unprecedented, a~d
Amy Jo"J:rica,no
would make abortion tanta- Kathy_McDermott
mount to murder, In_addition,
Kathetine· Edie/I

io w.'
re

.,
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New Blooa Viewed Necessary for BLP Survival
by Joyce E. Funda

BLP are third , year students
who will receive . thrfe
academic credits for the suc
cessful completion of three
semesters· of involvement in
BLP projects . However, unless
the current projects are com
pleted, and it seems doubtful
that all of them will be, these
students will receive no credit
for their past participation .

students will be included-as a
target group largely due to the
comprehensive nature of the
restructured Research and
Writing Program .

Plagued by a shrinking
mer:nbership and the apparent
inability to · meet project
deadlines, the Buffalo Legisla
tion Project (BLP) faces an
uncertain future.
Managing Editor Jeremy
Nowak, a third year student,
presided over a sparsely at
tended meeting of BLP . on
Another factor contributing
January 22, 1981 . The seven
students present were urged to to BLP's troubles is the revoca
return previously requested tion in June, 1980 of academic
project questionnaires, · ap credft for BLP activity. A
parently in an attempt to meet memorandum from Dean
impending
dead I ines. , Thomas E. Headrick to the
Moments later, Nowak sug- Acad~mic St~ndar~s and
gested -the possibility of Sta~dmg Co~m•tt~e c1ted.t~e
discontinuing BLP due to a bas•~ of the dec1s1on as . a
lack of interest.
quality control problem which
Nowak's call for comments has i111pr0Yed, but in the eyes
or suggestions was greeted by of .r:iany faculty, not sufficient
ly. ~tudents who were mvolv- silence.
A project editor, par- ed retroactively _were _allowed
ticipating in •BLP for a third to com~lete th~•r pro1ects
semester, cited poorly defined a~adem1c credit. BLP ~as m
projects as a major source ~f v1ted to apply for remstate
frusfration. The projects are re- ment . as : a st~dent run
quests for research from spon- organ1~at1on _ el1g1ble for
sors concerning current public academic c_red1t.
.
policy issues for use in state
Student interest ,m _BLP has
and local legislative sessions . · declined as evidenced _ by a
, Many of the requests submit- reduction 1_
n membership and
ted by project sponsors are the _apparent _mab1I 1ty to meet
vague, resulting in projects be- pro1ect deadlines. ·
ing expressed in overly broad
Nowak announced tentative
and, sometimes , confusing plans for a spring recruitment
terms .
drive to bolster membership.
Many of the members of For the first time, first year

Moot Court Eyes Niagara Cup;
Mock Trial Competitions Begin
by Pat Jayne

During the next month three
teams sponsored by the Moot
Court Board will compete in
National Competjtions. The
law-school will be represented
in the Niagara Cup Interna
tional Law Competition by the
team of Tom Eoannou, Tanya
Harvey, Joel Kurtzhalts and
Ruth Pollack. In an action
before the International Court
of Justice, they will argue
about reparations due for a
hostage taking and attempted
rescue between the countries
of Vinaldn and Maldonada.
The Niagara Cup Competi-

for

Law Review to Outline
£!:pcdming Competitions '
V

The editors and associates
of the Buffalo Law Review
have announced an informal
meeting to be held Wednes
day, February 18 at 3:30 pm . in
room 106 to answer questions
regarding the Review and to
describe this year's competi
tions · for Review membership.
The competitions _are open to
all first year students and they
ar:_e encouraged to attend.
. The Review, now in its 'thir
tieth year of publication, is the
scholarly journal of the law
school. It publishes articles by
legal professionals and
students. Student .members of
the Review are expected to

write and publish an article
and share in the Review's
editorial and business -respon
sibilities.
Membership on the, Review
is determined by a competition
which includes writing a
"modified" casenote and con
sideration of the student's
grades from the first . two
semesters. An alternate route
to Review membership, the
"write-on" competition, occurs
in the fall, and consists of suc
cessfully completing se·veral
outlines and two. drafts of a
publishable article. Both com
petitions will be described at
the February 18 meeting.

Absent an injection of new for students to participate in
blood and ii; sweeping plan for an experience affording a prac
reorganization,. BLP seems tical application of legal
destined to fade into memory, knowledge and skills to real
taking with it the opportunity ·life issues.

tion was originally started by defendant in a criminal trial.
UB. The competitors include Ron Zarowitz and ~ Wanda
law schools in the United Lucibello are going to the
States and Canada located Allegany County (Pa.) Trial
near the Great Lakes. Each Lawyer's Competition in Pitts
year a· different law school burgh. They will represent the
hosts the competition. This defendant trucking company
year's host is Wayne State Law in an auto accident case. Their
School in Detroit.
-witnesses include the truck
Two te1'ms o'f Board driver, Lone Ranger, played by
members ari~ Trial Technique Scott Oakley and State
students are competing in Trooper Dudley Duwright,
mock trial competitions. Cliff portrayed by Charles Elefante.
Barry and Bonnie McArtney
Any student interested in sit
are competing in the ABA ting as a judge for practice oral
sponsored National Trial Com arguments for these competi
petition. In the course of the . tions should check at the Moot
competition, they will repre Court Board .office, Room 8 in
sent both ·t he state :'and the the Basement.

Public -Interest Group Will Hold
·Elections and Plan Their Future
The Buffalo Public Interest
Law Program, Inc. will hold its
annual meeting on February .5
at 3:30 pm ·in _Room 108. The
agenda · for the meeting itl
cludes the election ·of the
Board of Directors, amend
ment of the corporation's by
laws, and the creation and staf
fing of several committees
whose purpose will be to help
.facilitate the financing - and
operation of the organization's
programs.
BPILP, Inc. is a not-for-profit
. corporation chartered primari
ly for the purpose of funding
internships in pubI ic interest
law agencies . Since its incep
tion in 1979, it has provided
SUNY at Buffalo law students
with five summer internships:
two in the summer of 1979.
both with the Legal _Services

Behr Wrestles With

for the Elderly Project and
three in the summer of 1980,
with Legal Services for the
Elderly, Prisoner's Legal Ser
vices and the Protection and
Advoc ·a cy
Syst~m
for
Developmental Disabilities,
respectively.
For 1981", the corporation is
seeking to expand both its
sources of funding and the
number of internships to be of
fered . To date, funding has
been provided to a great ex
tent -~y the Student Bar
Association and members of
Law Review . Student and
faculty contributions have also
been received . A coordinated
effort to solicit money from
outside the law school is
presently being devised. Alum
ni, local law firms end certain
business enterprises top the list ·

of those to be tapped.
A proposed amendment to
the by-laws, subject to the air
proval of the corporations' pre
sent membership, would
eliminate the mandatory
membership fee presently be
ing put towards funding the in
ternships . It is hoped this will
encourage participation from
a greater number of both
students and non-students .
The present Board of Direc
tors consists of Howie Berger,
Professor Robert Berger, Jane ·
Crosby, Art Hall and Elaine
Harold. For those interested in
serving on the Board, the term
of office is one year, running
until February 5, 1982.
The organization needs peo
ple comitted to keeping public
interest "interest" alive at this
school. Please attend.

NEANDE RTHf\L MANNE, ESQ.

Campus Parking Plan
To the Editor:
I resent very much the pl~n
by which · the _best parking
spaces on the Amherst Campus
havtt been . reserved for car
poolers. This imposition is ob
viously the rev~nge of some
zealous and influential car
poolers who got passed ·over
for a Dial soap commercial.
The only {ustification that I
can imagine for it is that rt is
meant to encourage carpool
ing and hence preservation ·of
natural resources and the
physical enviro~ment. · This
land-grab plan is about ttie
weakest incentive to anything
that I have ever heard of, and,I
include decorator · jars and
Brand Names' profit sharing

coupons, a weakened version
of the green stamp. Carpooling
has strong, built-in. economic
and ecological incentives, and
a guaranteed parking place ·even the best - isn't going to .
increase its attract"ion. This
plan simply rewards those who
would carpool anyway, and in
doing
so
it . unfairly
discriminates against , those
who are unable or unwilling to
participate in carpooling.
This irrational, unfair and
discriminatory plan must be .
halted before it reaches the en
forcement stage, when it will
begin to serve a legitimat~
public purpose ;--: revenues for
th~ Town of Amherst. ·
Laurence Behr

·11 don ~t understand ii! My client insists upon acting
like a barbarian. J told him if he really wants to get even,
he should plunder the man's cave, but all he wants to do
is litigate!"
. February 5, 1981
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Commencement Ccimmitte9i Plans Unique Events
of months ago. Open to all law be ·no more than $8. Persons
students, faculty, staff and ad- without IDs will probably be
ministration, the price of •ad- charged approximately $12.
Almost one year ago, the
mission entitles one to free Dress for the evening is semi1981 Commencement Commit
beer, chicken wings until they formal, black tie optional · and
tee began working to create
are consumed (half-price wings all law students, faculty, staff,
-and coordinate graduation ac
thereafter), free soda and drink administration and their
tivities for students graduating
specials. Admi~sion is free for spouses or dates are invited to
on May 24, 1981 . The commit
tee members are Therese those third year students w~o attend.
purchased or who do purh h
Rahill, Nancy Caple, Patricia hav~
J
h
T e t ird activity is a recepJayne, Jay Baum, Ed Nor c ase a senior ID before tion to be held on the eve of
will be
thwood, Chris Trapp, Joe February 12. All
·1Fothers
b
graduation, Saturday, May 23,
c h arged $4 unt1 e ruary 12 or
Peperone. Scott Wright and $5
at the door.
1981, at the new Amherst Marriott Hotel on Millersport
Leslie Wolffe.
The · second scheduled
d
Highway. This reception will
After months of meetings gradd udat1on activityh isl a inner be for students, their parents,
and planning, "graduation an I ance tohbe e d Friday, friends, faculty and staff .
1981" activities begin Thurs Apri 3 at t e new Buffalo
Lasting f rom .5:30 pm unti 17:30
day, February 12, 1981, with H i Iton Hote I . T he evening'_
h
h
s acthe advent of the first annual tivities commence at 7 :,pm pm, a cas bar and free ors
"100 Days · 'Til Graduation" with an.open cash -bar until 8 d'oeurves will be provided . A
Party. The festivities begin at 9 pm when dinner will be served. · string quartet is expected to
pm and continue until closing At 9:30 pm, the dance begins . provide entertainment. Admisat Rootie's Pump Room, which Live music wiJI be provided by sion to this reception is open
is located on Stahl Road near a four piece ensemble, "Look- to al_l, with or without seni_o r
Campbell Boulevard . The ing Back." Admission includes I~~- T~e Stude~t Bar Assoc1at
qriginal plans were to hold the full dinner, with wine, and the tion will_ be paying for moS of
th
·
party at a different site, but cost of the band. Seniors with ~ e affair.
Finally, on May 24, 1981,
those plans had to be IDs will be admitted at a disrevamped when the first site counted price, estimated by Commencement will be held at
was destroyed by fire a couple the Committee at this time to Kleinhans' Music Hall in But-

by Dorie H. Benesh

falo. Anthony Lewis, author of
Gideon's Trumpet and a former .
Supreme Court reporter for the
New York Times will be the
speaker.
The work of the 1981 Com
mencementCommittee is com
mendable for at least two
reasons . First, the group is
worki' ng w ·ith an extremely
limited budget. In the past,
SBA has provi·ded substantial
sums of money from an end-of- ·

A second reason the Com
mittee should be c~mmended
is because of its diligence and
cooperation . Never before
have such extensive gradua
ti0n activities been planned .
the~year· surplus . This year, More importantly, the work of
SBA has allocated any surplus the Committee has been
funds which may have existed thorough and productive. For
and has provided an original example, last year at this time
. budget of only $300.00 . . the 1980 Committee was still
)Currently, it appears that SBA squabbling over the selection
h
of a speaker for graduation.
may add $200.00 to t at
' purbudget line, but the $500.00
Seniors who have not
. total is miniscule in com chased IDs may d"o so- when
parison to the $1,500 SBA the_ ID and Ticket table are
sp~nt o~ l_ast year's Kissing open outside the law library, or
-Bridge picnic alone.
may contact · a committee
It is because of the small member. All -other students
amounts of SBA's contribution and the faculty, staff, and ad
that the Committee has had to m in is tration can purthase
resort to selling senior IDs and tickets for individual events in
to charging admissions for all the same manner.

ARGET
GAIN!
BRC student~ had no cause for ·concern on four of the six
essay questions on the July 1980 New York Bar Exam,
because Joe Marino, Sr., a virtual legend in New York bar
review (with over 35 years of experience) thoroughly analyzed
t_
he i~~ues
that appeared on those questions during the bar
1
review lectures.
BRC's amazing ability to "predict" many bar exam issues
is only one of the critical diffetences that give our students
a competitive edge on the·exam. Ask a BRC representative
for others.
BRC REPS
Debbie Decker
Jay Mintzer .
Ed Northwood
Elyse Lubin
Joy Kindrick
Vincent Phillips
Dean Emmanuelli
Larry Friedman
Tanina Liamari
Mke Athans

Eastern Regional Office:
71 Broadway, 17th Floor
New York, New York 10006
212-344-6180

, Apdrew Cataldo
Julie Rosenblum
Larry Engel
Greg Miller
Wendy Fechter
Mark Ventrome
Matt Modica
Alan Solarz
Glenn Frank ,
Judy Holender

' ,

uanno•JQSCPhson/BRC
'

activities except the May 23
reception . The Committee is
also preparing an "ad book" to
defray expenses. If a sufficient
number of ads are sold, the the
estimated cost of admission to
the dinner danc~ will decrease.

First-YearStudent Reviews-Course·
-
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Head.ric-k~s--Torts Described
lrinovative Though Confusing

I'

"-

_..,. .

by Andrew Thaler

approach workeJ,1- well . The
_
• historical approach generally
Auto ~ccidents and Safety, illustrated court shifts in . at
taught first semester by Dean titude and policy. Automobile
Thomas Headrick, was an in- .,, usage, in particular, acquired
novative approach to the greater acceptance as a
tea<;hing of first year torts. The popular mode of transporta
course, wit~ the exclusive use tion and had a major impact
of auto accident .cases, analyz.
,
ed the evolution of the tort o_n ~u_ch areas as product
systemoverthepast100years. l1abil1ty and the tort
Through the use of the neglig~nce system in general. ·automobile, which . accounts
The· excluseive use of
for the .majority of torts prior automobile cases, however,
to no-fault, the ·basic concepts caused many students to lose
of tort were taught. The course intj:!rest in the extensive ca.se
offered a prime opportunity to materials. Despite assurances
study .the history . and by the Dean to the contrary,
legislative policies of ttie many students feel that they
automobile an'd its effect on have somehow· "missed 0ut"
tort-ne,g ligence compensation' on a real torts course. In par
models. The hope was to give ticular, students are concerned
an in-depth arid comp.l ete view over their general lack .of
of the tort system . Initially, this knowledge of intentional totst,
. .

especially when confronted
with it in.other classes. Perhaps
cases
not
in ~olving .
automobiles would have
stimulated interest and in
troduced new areas of torts
without losing sight oJ The
basic history and problems of
Lee Berger
the automobile.
The student was often left Dean Thomas Headrick taught a unique torts course to first-semester
confused as to the relative im students.
portance of the · readings legislative reforms were dealt credit for his innovative ap
because they dealt .intricately with in lecture form . The proach. He was- often con
with so ma·ny areas . Students topics were not allocated suffi~ fronted with the somewhat
generally agree too much class cient class discussion time dur abusive humor of both the
time was spent on exercises • ing the final' days of the faculty and students which un
such as full-period discussions • semester to enable the student fairly reduced the course's
of footnoted statutes and not t.o tie the course materials credibility . The course's
sufficient time or preparation together. Many students did greatest faults lie in time .
on more important and dif- not leave with the clear and management and focus, but
ficult areas su.ch as the new no- complete picture the course the basic theory is solid. As
fault and uninsured motorist was specifically designed to with all new ventures, some
laws. Extensive reacjing on key teach.
polishing and feedback is in'
cost-avoidance models and
The Dean should be given evitable.

Three N~w Law •Lib"rarians Help tb Create ·a Full Staff
by Karen Spencer

The
Law
Library
is
celebrating the • unique ex
perience of having a f.ull staff.
Three new librarians have join
ed the ranks since Novem6er
of last year.
Marian Parker is the new
Associate Director and Head
ef Public Services. She was
for.melry the
Research
.Librarian and Instructor iri
Legal Research at Duke
University - Law School from
May 1979 to November 1980.
In this position she taught a
legal rese·a·r ch and writing
course for first year law
students similar to the course
taught here at Buffalo.
·
Marian received. her J.D.
from Wake Forest University
School of Law in 1978 and her
M .L.S. from U.N.C. ·at Chapel
Hill
in
1979 . - Her
unde_rgraduate degree -from
U.N .C. at Greensborg ~as in
business · adm\nistrati<:>n and
economrcs.
Marian's role at Buffalo is to
oversee the public service
functions of the library ineluding reference, audiovisual,
documents, library instructi_on
and circulation/reserve. She is
also responsible for coJlection
development and will eventually work with budget and
~ersonnel matters.

SUNYAB from 1977 to 1980.
Gemma received her M .L.S.
from Columbia University in
1974 and a B.A. in History from
SUNY at Binghamton in 1973.
She is presently working
towards a Ph.D. in Higher
Educatiqn, · sp·ecializing in
Academic Librarianship at
SUNYAB.
.
_
Gemma has been acfi.vely in
volved in the General Educa
tion movement here at
SUNYAB. She authored the
library instruction workbook
which is currently being used
in the English segment of the
general education program .
Mary Miller became the Ac
quisitions and Serials Librarian
in January. Mary received her

I

M .L.S . from SUNYAB in 1978
and her B.A. in psychology
from SUNYAB in 1976. She was
the Head of Serial Records for
tne SUNYAB Universitv
Libraries from September 1978
until joining the Law. Library. ·
Mary is respons'ible fc;>r main
taining order over budget,
order and holdings records for
a .\l'ibrary which spends nearly
80% of its money on serials.
The -nature · of most· legal
materials requires their cons
tant updating - pocket parts,
advance sheets, supplements,
new editions, etc. Thus, order
and recordkeeping to maintain
the "living law" present a par-·
Three new welcome additions to the law library are (I.
ticular challenge and respqn De Vinney, Mary Miller, and Marian Parkey.
sibility.

Tenure System's Procedure is Expo:sed

tenured colleagues en - request a bind(ng, on-the victions."
thusiastically and overwhelm- record vote by his or her ·
Should the faculty, at the
· To tenure or not to tenure? ingly vote in the affirmative•for tenured colleagues or (2) binding; on-the-record second
That is · the ·question on the tenure, the dossier is then for she/he may • withdraw from meeting requested by the can
minds of tenured UB law pro- - warded to Vi.c.e · President tenure
con.sideration didate, ratify its negative ad
fessors con~tituting the Promo- Robert Rossberg, who in tarn altogether. The latter choice visory vote and the Vice Presi
tion and Tenure Committee.
drafts a letter of recommenda allows the candidate to move dent concurs with the faculty,
The Committee is thrown in- tion to UB President Robert on in his or her career without the candidate may be denied
to deliberations _u pon the re- Ketter. Ketter refers the mattei:. prejudice; as the candidate has tenure. The candidate may ap
quest of a professorial can- to the President's Review not yet requested a tenure peal both decisions by re
didate seeking a .tenure dete~- Board (PRB), which considers decision, she/he cannot be said questing review by President
Ketter.
mination . University regu - both J fossberg's and the law to have been denied tenure.
"The advisory vote," said
"I rarely take an active part
lation·s preclude the continu- faculty's r:ecommendations
ing employment of a professor · before reporting back to Headrick, "serves to .give the in tenure meetings," explained
who, after having taught at UB Ketter. Ketter, unless over- candidate some informatron in , Headrick, "but I do vote at
for seven years, has . not re- ruled by the Chancellor, has which to decide whether he both stages.'! Votes are cast
, Marian is currently work_ing
th f " I o d on
t·
of should seek tenure. I . try to via secret ballot.
e ma w r
gran mg
uested a tenure decision.
q
tenure.
on a major legislative history
"I've watched the tenure
convey to the candidate the
project which covers federal
Any contradictory conclu- central feeling of the Commit process," continued Headrick,
The Committee, prior·to -the
legislation from 1945-1970. Her candidate's official request for sions between the Vice Presi tee."
"for over four years at UB, for
article on reference internships an on-the-record tenure· deci- dent, t he tenured law faculty
"The advisory vote," com three years at Stanford, and for
if) law s.c hool libraries will be sion, will meet and cast a non- and the PRB, as to the tenure mented Associate Vice Presi six years at a small liberal arts
published in Law Library /our- binding, advisory vote after issue are resolved by President dent for Academic Affairs college . Decision-making
rial, Summer 1980'. Marian is having thoroughly reviewed Ketter. Dean Thomas iH'eadrick . William R. Greiner, "represents faculty honestly try to set
- very •activ~ in the American the candidate's dossier. The -bears the responsibility of an attempt to gather some aside personal feelings in an
Association of Law Libraries .
dossier will include, for exam- representing the law faculty's sense of the Committee's feel attempt to objectively make a
Gemma DeVinney joined · pl~. sue~ . items a~ SCA TE sentiments to the candidate, ings and is in no way binding · decision on the basis of a writ
the reference librarians in ear- forms, sollc_ited s~udenthletters, the Vice Presid~nt, the PRB, on the Committee." Greiner ten record and a record of per
emphasized, "The votes cast in sonal contact with the can
ly November. She worked _ in , the candidate s sc olarly and the President.
.When the non-binding, the advisory meeting ate sim didate. Personal likes or per
the Buffalo and Erie County : works, and commentary by
Library from-1974 to 1977 and other legal scholars ~n . those . faculty advisory vote is against ple 'yes' or 'no' votes and, sonal ideologies play no
as a reference librarian in the works.
· granting tenure, the eandidate therefore, do not convey the significant part in the tenure
Should the candidate's has two choices: (1) she/he may ·intensity of a colleague's con- process."
Undergraduate Ub~ary here at
byEdward .M.Sinker

I
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,Women's Rights to Abortions Are Jeapardized
·

by

Fr~~~

P. Ber~t
1,200,000 illegal abortions
,
each ¥ear prior to its legaliza~
On January 22, 1973, abor- tion. Wealthy wonil;!n were
.tion was legalized. In Roe "Jf"- able to obtain illegal but $af~
Wade, the U.S. Supreme Court hospital abortions in the US· or
declared - that the decision to in countries where abortion
' have an abortion in the first was legal. Poor women, unable
trimester of pregnancy is bet- to pat for private hospital ser
ween a woman and her doctor. vices, faced either childbirth or
State regulation of ab6rtion illegal, high-risk abortions .
may occur after the first These women utili~ed lye
trimester except' when douches, consumed poisons,
.necessary to preserve the life or injected sharp objects such
or health of the mother. In ad- as coat hangers into their uteri.
dition, the court held a fetus is
Attempts to drastic.a lly
not included in the constitu- restrict the right to abortion
tional definition of a person .
have been reinstated by the
On the same date, the court Right. Some local legislatures
in -Boe v Bolton held as invalid have sought to require spousal,
requirements that abortions parental, and/or informed con
could not be performed sent prior to an abortion . Such
without approval of a hospital restrictiolls . not only deny
committee and two licensed women the right to decide, but
doctors. These two decisions would delay the date of the
legalized abortion on demand. ibortion and thus increase
Access to legal abortions health risks associated with
has had a troubled, yet late ibortions. To date these·
relatively young, history. In requirements have been held
19th century America, abor- to be unconstitutional or in
tions were performed by mid- valid by reason of preemption .
wives as part of their . In 1977, the Hyde Ame·nd
gynecological
services . ment became a rider to the
Towards the end of the cen- HEW Appropriations Bill. The
tury, however, the medical pro- amendment has been the focus
fession had grown to a point of great debate in both the
where male doctors began to House of Representatives and
usurp midwife responsibilities . local communities. The Hyde
As part of the physicians Amendment restricts the use
campaign to control women 's of federal Medicaid funds for
reproductive decisions, they · abortion to cases of rape, in
sought legislation - prohibiting cest or to medically necessary
ALL abortions . To justify their abortions. The result of the
actions they cited unsafe and amendment ~as bee-n to
unsanitary abortion methods reduce federally funded abor
which they claimed resulted in tions by 98% and, thus, effec
greater risks to pregnant tively cut off poor, minority
wome-n than childbirth itself.
and teenage women's access
One of ' the first abortion to safe abortions.
statutes was passed hy ·conMany states have followed .
necticut in 1821 , making abor- the federal Medicaid example
tions illegal both befor.e and and have similarly restricted or
after quickening. After the . cut off state medicaid funds
Civil War, abortion was similar- for 'abortion. New York State is
ly outlawed throughout the na- one of the few states that
tion .
maintains state Medicaid funCriminalization of abortion ding for abortions . This policy
did not stop women from pro- is currently threatened by
curring the service. There were Governor Carey's emphasis on
an estimated 200,000 to cutting the- state budget and
r

reviewing the cost of state
financed abortions for poor
women.
The constitutionality of
restricti~g federal Medicaid
funds for abortions was upheld
by the US Supreme Court this
past summer. Harris v McRae
can only be viewed as a ma•j or
step towards rest~icting the
right to abortion on demand.
When-women lose their right
to abortion, 70% of nearly
1,000,000 women who want
abortions will turn . to
dangeroµs self-induced ~>r il
legal back-alley abortions. If
access to legal abortion is
denied then an estimated 250
deaths and 25,000 complica
tions requiring hospitalization
would occur each year. The
brunt of these tragedies would
fall once again on poor and
minority women. In 1974, four
out of five women who died
froin illegal abortions were
non-white.

Many poor and minority ideal of motherhood ahead of '
women may now be forced to the Right'.s . militarist, rac.ist,
undergo a sterilization opera and anti-labor program5;
tion to avoid unwanted or
Currently, the anti-abortion
medically injurious pregnan- movement has been pushing
cies . Birth control methods for a Human Life Amendment
may not prove to be feasible to the U.S. Constitution . The
because the most reliable HLA would nullify the U.S.
methods present serious
t 's Roe v Wade
Supreme Cour_
medical risks to many women decision. One alarming result
and other methods greatly in- of the HLA is that a womc)n
crease a woman ' s chance of who has an abortion could be
preg~ancy . Sterilization may prosecuted for murder. Ne~erbe v,e_we~ by po~r women a~ b f
th ---timi·-i.. 1. .law
h
,.,_ f
i·t . t · b' th .
, e ore as
.th e vn y a erna ive ir con- ·
t' cf . b ·· r e ;, '"' ith 1m
m1,1r-deJ ~
trol method. Ironically, 90% of equa e · .a 9{ .,o · w
,
- ..
the cost of the operation is
Th'e pro-choi ce moverhehf ts
paid for with federal fonds .
more than ·just ·a pro-alfor-tion
For the first time in history ideology , The movement
there is an anti-abortion move- realizes the need for ·adequat~.
ment that is composed of the daycare facilities: improved
Right, the Catholic Church, prenatal and. postnatal care, 'an
Evangelicals, anti-feminists end to sterilization abuse, and
and anti-homosexuals . The development of ·safe, reliable
movement has been providing birth control. Women's rights
much funding for their cam- include the ability to {flake ·
paign which has attempted to decisions concerning their pro'.
win support by placing the ductive and reproducti've liv~s.
...

Prison Task Force Unveils -Grim-Reality of Attica Life
· unique op·portunity . Those
who have already taken the
Last semester the Law tour found exposure to the
School Prison Task Force ar- penal system quite valuable.
ranged for students ·to take
The -prison is located in rural
tours of the Attica Correc- Wyoming County, approx
tional Facility. The tours will imately one hour's drive from
be continued this , sesmester the law school. Car p~ols were
and all law students are .urged , or~anized for th'e tou~s and
to take _advantage 'of this provided an additional benefit

by Alison Webster

Frank Bolz

I

w rth no outer indication of activity within, Attica sits snow covered
and silent,
JI

t
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of enabling students to share
thert feelings about what they
had experienced .at Attica .
Students were fortunate to
be permitted to see many
areas of the institution that
most people, including
criminal attorneys, are not
able to see. Although the small
hospital, solitary-confinement
building and the major cell
blocks were off limits, they did
see most other . areas of the
prison. Students were shown
the modern sections of the
prison,
including
the
classrQ,_om area and the gym.
The staff guide was candid in
explaiQ_ing that these are!1s -are_
under-used due to personnel ·
· shortages and security reasons.
- Most of the prison's
buih)ings were built in the late
1920's and clearly reflect their
24 hour occupancy. For a
number of stl1Clents the most
moving experience was being
led to the spar~ely occupied
wing of "D Block", which was
one of the areas .involved dur
.ing the ,971 prisoner uprising.
We we.re permitt'ed to enter in-

i

I

..
t
to one of the 8'x10' cells to get just completed a semester's a· sense of what it might be like class on criminal law focusing
to be c;:orifined. The strel bed, on the elements of different
cold water sink, tiny toilet and crimes and-available defenses.
desk left little room· for move- Although some time was also
ment. It was difficult to im- spent studyi.ng different
agine spending fifteen or twen- justifications .for punishment,
ty years in such a tiny ·area.
students did not explore t,l:1e .
During the ninety-minute impact of such punishment .of.
tour students·· also saw the the confined criminal.. Even a
metal furniture workshop, brief opportunity to spend
chapel, mess hall, "honor'1 cell some time behind the walls of
block and the small prison law this maximum secur.ity· prison
library. In each area we were is va"luable in ,gaih',ng .
able t9 cc;mvers~ briefly with _unders~andins _,.into . t~e . P,f ac- '
guards and · prisoners, who tical implications. of l~gal
were often ·candid in their · punishment. Whether or not
answers to our ·questions . law· students have a particuJf)r
These conversations were pro- interest in criminal la'w, ,k•as
bably the most valuable community members we ' have
aspect of the · frip . The all developed- opinions ~bout
prisoners were very curious as · the present criminal justice
to why law studehts had come system . One of the goa1s of the
there an many · expressed a Law School Prison Task Fo;ce
desire to work on projects with _is to . provide experiences
the students at our school. which will help insure well in
Most prisoners seeml;!d ge- formed opinions. Sign up
nuinely impress..ed that sheets for the prison tours will
students had taken an interest be in the student mail room .
,in seei11g the inside of the in- All are encouraged ·to par- ,
· stitution .
.
ticipate ,n this unique ex•
Most first year students had perience. .,
'
4
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King Coalition Will Continue Civil-Rights Activities
Gross

by uurie•

. anything to alleviate the problem.
·
The ·Martin. Luther King Day
In early November, the
Memorial Rally Coalition is the Greensboro decision sparked a
· organization responsible for demonstration by th'ree local
-the anti-Nazi demonstration groups who felt the Nazi Party
which took place- in Niagara had been given a green light to
Square on January 15.
carry OIJ with racist moves:
Contrary to what the name . Buffalo Against Racism,
suggests, the Coalition has Worker's World Party and Buf
_been in the .making since long falo Students Against Racism,
before Martin Luther King Day. a group based on the State
To understand its evolution, it University College at Buffalo
is n_!:!cessary to review . the campus.
events which were concerning
Reagan's elec.tion, showing a
its organizers prior to that day strong support for the r~ght
and their responses to those wing, furthered concern of .the
events.
.
Coalition organizers.
Since last summer, .eight
"The election· created a na
Black men · have been
murdered in Buffalo. In mid tional feelin,g that 60's ac
October, over 250 organizij tivism had drained away/ said
tions, which included local Eleanor Dorrit1e, spokesperson
church, law and teaching for the Coalition. "The media
1
associations, responded to the was acting as public relations
violence in forming a Unity spokesman for the right as if it
Day Coalition'. There were in were the grass roots feeling,
dividuals who felt Unity Day but it wasn't."
became a forum for local
As an industrial city with
political a~d community high unemployment, growin~
leaders who were not doing poverty, and tension fostered

by the racial ·murders, · Buffalo
provided a fertile climate for '
the Nazi Party demonstration
which was announced in early ·
December.
''.Visible and vocal response
to their demonstr.ation was
necessary as a signal to the eh
tire country," said Dorritie,
"we aim'ed to see that it
wouldn't be tolerated ."
The. Coalition was banded
on Decembfr . 18 and im
mediately •began mass
distributing
leaflets
throughout the city and sur
rounding areas. At that ·time
the Coalition was in contact
with · church and community
leaders who "felt that the rally
was a good· and necessary
thing," according to Dorritie.
Less than a week later, they
·withdrew support, but community .response was con
tinually growing and positive.
bn Decem6.e r 31, the Parks
Commissioner granted the
Coatition a permit and a Chan
nel 7 editorial proposed mov
ing their rally to a different sit.

The Coalition's · reply on
January 1 made the top of the
news.
Mayor Griffin's decislon to
ban both rallies on the premise
that violence oould erupt, was
formulated that weekend . He
launched a $90,000 campaign
to promote the Martin Luther
King Day Rally jn Lafayette
Square. -1
"There was never question
of plani,ing any form of
physical confrontation," said
Dorritie. "The organizers had
been involved in the struggle
for civil rights for many years
.and guar.anteed that it would
be safely, peacef.ully and legal
ly carried out in an organized
fashion ."
Following the.decision, com
munity leaders threatened
withdrawal of funding.
However, -public opinion and
involvement grew steadily and
significantly.
." The people were 100% sup
portive. They felt there was no
justification to oppose the ral
ly to go against the Nazis

a

because the Na-zis had no
rights," said Dorritie.
The Coalition went ahead
with the rally boasting the 60's
slogan . "the streets belong to
th~ people ." They were gr~eted by hundreds of people
running. to Niagara Square to
see if the rally would take
place and show their support.
"The proposed anti-labor,
anti-women, anti-black, and
anti-social legislation has to be
responded to in an affirmative
way and it is the conviction of
people everywhere that will
t1:1rn that around," she said.
The Martin Luther King Day
Memorial Rally Coalition ·is
hoping to provide speakers at
the National Anti-Klan Con
ference which will be held in
Washington, D.C. at the end of
the month.
Dorritie said there are no
other immediate plans but
they will continue in activities
.along the same vein because
"it gives heart to people in-the
same. situation throughout the
·c ountry.''.

Carey's Proposed Budget tq Elimjnate SUSTt\
· by Marc Ganz

Governor Hugh Carey's
1981-1982 exeClltive budget request for lJB Law School does
not include $247,000 for State
University Supplemental Tuition Assistance (SUSTA), the
financial aid ·package for the
law school's . econ.ol}lically
disadvantaged students
_
·1'c,«M'ding- ·te f.inandal• Aid
AdvisorJayM.arlin.,.therewere
226 law studel)ts·who ieceived
maximum payments under the
.
.
p
Tuition
Assistance
rogram
(TAP) in 1979-1980 and,
therefore, • automatically
received additional financial
assistance through the SUSTA
program. In the 1980-81 s,chool
-year'. .. eac h «:!Iig.i bl. e st ud ent
rece~ve~ ~n ad~1!!onal $1200
credit against tuition charges.
- Marlin--·stated to .. a st}t>cked
Student · Bar Asso9fati~n ,

C

..

assemblage, "Students and ad- · also pushing for restoration of law school tu1t1on may be mDean Thomas Headrick 1s
ministrators will have to work the deleted program. Accord- creased by as much as $600 concerned about the threatentc;>gether to try· to get the ing to Janice Fine, Vice Presi- per year. If SUSTA is deleted, ed financial aid cutbacks.
legisiature to , restore the dent of the student organiza- the student receiving max- Headrick declared that ✓, , the ,. .
SUSTA progra,n." The Gover- · tion, "We're · fighting for imum TAP award and SUSTA deletion of SU STA is
nor's proposed budget .must be SUSTA, as part o.f a package will pay an additional $1800 disastrous. It opens the risk of
approved · by . the New York we are asking the legislature to per year in tuition charges. maaking the school an elitist
State Legislature by April 1st.
fund ." She added, "We're ask- This may cause many of the institutio.n." in citing that over
There are indications the ing students to stage a series of c.urrent SUSTA recipients to a quarter of the law school
actions, il)cluding ~udget hear- drop o·ut of -law school ·receives SUSTA, the DEAN adNew York
Asseml?ly
S
. bState1·ir
t0
tand ings, meetings
with legislators because o t Iac k o f f inancia J ded, "The end of SUSTA may
11
ente wi ' ..!; ~ .mg , • res qre --·and trustees" . '
_,..resources . Altreuter and mean denying poor .persons
fu nd ing for: th e ' .Sli.lSrA proAtthelawschool,. SBAPres'i- Marlin .are hoping 'the theopportunityforafirstclass
gram. A reliable source in th e . dent William Altreuter has Legislature will hefp us out.
legal educatien."
Assembly said, "If SUNY Cen- formed a committee to
tral pushes for restoration, we educate the legislature
will go along also." In the past,
SUNY Central has been suppor- concerning the SU STA pro
gram and proposed tuition in
tive of th e SUSTA. program, creases. Altreuter stressed he
a nd recently Vice Chancellor .wanted the students to work
Resume Typesetting & Copies
Harry Sdpi nd1 er re~ff~rmed th e with Dean Headrick and the ·
SUNY a ministrations support UB..,aw
school
administration
Cover Lfflers
1
for the financial -aid policy curComposing
rently in effect. /' ..
in a· unified campaign to
. .
· restore Carey's budget to its
The ·-Stadent :Associ~tion of original status,
..
TYPEsatting ·RESUME SERVICE
tl)e State. ~n~versity .(SASU)- is
There are · indications the'
47 Christine Dr. • Town of Am"--'•

NEED RESUMES?

-., ACClJ..

Diser-iminatio·n:· in ·Law· Fa·cultiesl
WASHINGTON, D.C.
While women appear to be
making great strides towards
integration into law school
faculties, a number ·of barriers
must 1be removed if they are to
become full members of the
law ·school community.•
That ..is' the conclusion of a
report by the American Bar
Association's Section of In-dividual ·Rights and Responsibilities. The study ~ntitlecl
"The 'Jl)tegration of Woiri~n Into Law Faculties" was funded
by the National . Institute of
Education and New York Law
.
ri
S~hool. ~ro1ec~ m~i:nbers s~ t
a year gathering information
.f
''·th f: It administra~om
e. acu Y,
,
t1on and students of selected
schools.
.;
The · attitude of students
towards worn.en faculty
members is one serious problem facing women law professors. Or. Elizabeth Ashburn,
director of the project, said,
·"Women tend' to be viewed as
less competent than their male

..:::- -I

•

~

•

counterparts ." /,.\ shburn
pointed out that the students
seem more likely to challenge
women professors.
For ~xample, Ashbur.9-- said,
"We found women spent on
the· average. 5 hours mare a
week in-elass preparation, and
.S hours· le-ss per week on
research and writing dtspite
similar teaching loads." -rhis
becomes i1J1portant, .she. said,
'when we recognize the i~creasing importance of publishing
to the advancem~nt of. a law ·
faculty member. ·1
(
The ~·study also found that
resentl most of the women
P
. Y
I
b
are Junior fac1,1 ty mem ers.
. At:~ording to Ashburn, "We
don'! know the attrition rate of
women _ how many are leaving teaching as c1 result of thfs
performante pressure . . But we
do ·know that the integration of
women in law school faculties
is not a foregone conclusion."
Copies of the study are
available from the ABA's

Section of Individual Rights
and Responsibilities, 1800 M
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
200356, (202) 331-2279.

(off Sweet Home Rd.)

ff 691-7480
Quality - Dependability - SeNice - Moderate Prices

S1UDENT FEE WAIVER
APPLICATIONS
\

are available in .the·· seA·Office
Deadline for applying is
. Friday, Feb. 13
Fee ·w aivers are based
on.financial hardship!
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Commentary

Method and Puipose of Ethic_s Course Questioned
by James J. Wilder

Who should be blamed? To
blame someone seems to be
the natural tendency when
something

goes

wrong.

As

tempting as it is to dish out
blame for the fiasco called
Ethics, I · shall try to be
somewhat constructive.
SOMETHING IS WRONG
WITH
ETHICS!!! Based on
conversations ·With Dean
Headrick and Marshall Breger,
the problems are as -follows .
The ABA has said all
students must have a_..course in
ethics before graduation. The
first problem has been when to
offer the course. The Dean said
past attempts to offer the
course in the third year of the
program have been dismal
failures . Third-year students
read newspapers in front of
speakers, fell asleep, cut
classes and, generally, treated
the course like a " joke."
The experimental Ethics
course was offered to first year
students who, it was thought,
might be more interested and
more impressionable than
third year students. Running
the course from mid-semester
to mid-semester: was expected
to avoid conflict with other
courses and lessen the load .
On paper the idea looks good .
In mid-semester, however,
other professors thinking the
" first-year honeymoon" had
lasted long enough,. began to
step up the pace of their
courses. EnterMarshall Breger

and course number six: Legal
Ethics! Incidentally, a Wallin
memo from early this year re
quires any student with more
than five cours~s per semester
to petition · the Dean for a
waiver of general .a cademic
policy.
Breger was convinced the
subject of ethics should not be
dealt with lightly. In an at
tempt to engulf the growing
field of legal •ethics, Breger
provided his students with hun
dreds of pages of articles and
cases. Unfortun~tely for Mar~
shall, he seemed to ·be the
_wrong person with the wrong
course at the wrong time. After
all, the poor guy is up for
tenure. Due to a lack of time,
students simply put ethics on a
back burner. Many people had
good intentions about r.eading
the materials over Christmas
vacation as Breger has sug
gested, but few students ac
complished that goal.
The problems were com
pounded by a general lack of
course planning, a failure to
state objectives and a growing
dislike for the course as a
whole .
Objective evaluation by pro
fessors is another serious pro
blem with the ethics· course.
Ten minutes of Monroe Freed
man discussing his code with
Robert Kutak would obviously
demonstrate ethics is anything
but objective. Although rote
memorization of the codes
could be graded objectively,
there are serious questions

about any type of grade in native. Many students are. not · One reasonable suggestion
ethics. Too,many H's a~e likely · anxious to be held liable for an i.s that the course be offered as
to be meaningless and D's and experiment that failed as an elective in the second
semester of each year. The
F's are likely to raise a number miserably as this one has .
of eyebrows.
'
In the futu(e, the course course would be open to all
students. The responsibility of
The plan that looked good should start with definite ob
taking the course before
on paper was much less attrac- jectives· and !_levelo·ping
graduation would be left with
tive in practice. People ·still materials aroun,d t~ose objec
the student. Ha.ving the course
read newspapers when guest tives rather tl an compiling ar
in the second semester would
speakers appear, people still tides of questionable war.th . A
reduce the intimidation
fall ·asleep, students still cut class schedule would also be
freshmen-would feel from the
classes and ethics is· - once useful in telling the students
upper classmen..Finally, ethics
again a joke. Worst of all, most where the course is headed.
should become a three-credit
people have learned very little
A series of . pass/fail . h_qur course. .,
about ethics except that the worksheets would be of
'Ethics will only be treated as
subject's consent should be re- greater educational value than a serious course by the
quire9 prior to experimenta- a single test. These worksheets stud_ents when the design and
tion.
would require familiarity and implementation of the course
Can anything be done at this comparison of the various demonstrates serious · im 
late date? Changing the test to codes and materials to com plementation by the faculty
Pass/Fail is certainly one alter- plete.
and administration .

New Catalog Begun-in Lockwoo~l
-As Law li~rary Ma_kes Changes
by Linda Cohen

On January 2, 1981, most
American academic libraries
adopted a new cataloging
code. The new code is known
as the Anglo-American
Cataloging Rules, 2nd edition
or AACR-2.
Cataloging in American
academic libraries is a major
cooperative venture. Most of
these libraries use cataloging
data from, the Lib'rary of Con
gress or peer institutions as the
basis of their own efforts.

AL KATZ/ PHOTOGRAPHS 1·910-_ao
FEB. 6 • MAR. 1
OPENING, FEB. 6 at 8:00
ADDITIONAL'HOURI:

THURS. & 'FRI. 7:30 -10
./

gallery hours:
Wed. thru Sun 1:00 to 4:30pm
orby appointment: 886•3616

---;

-----

ltistsgallery
30 ESSEX STREET
BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14213

Lockwood Library and the Law
Library are no·exceptions. Both
Ubraries · are members of
O .C.L.C. (Ohio College Library .
Center), a national computer
network, from which we obtain
cataloging data prepared · by
the Library of Congress as well
as other member libraries. The
library of Congress's decision
to adopt ACCR-2 has thus been
the key influence leading to a
similar change in most other
libraries, includi,ng b,oth the
Law Library and Lockwood.
The ultimate goal for
academic libraries in America
today is the development of an .
on-line ,catalog. This objective
can only come about by hav
ing machine-readab.le records
in a library's card catalog.
It is impossible in a few
words to detail the changes
that will occur in cataloging
and how these changes will af
fect the library user. Generally,
libraries will now catalog
books using authors' !llOSt
common names or the names
they list on the title pages of
their 'books . Serials will be
cataloged under the names by
which they are commonly
known, and not under the
names of the associations
which issue them.
Because of the adoption of
AACR-2 and because of the
ultim·ate objective of creating
an on-line catalog, the decision
has been made to begin a new
card catalog at Lockwood
Library. This new catalog will
be arranged . according to the
1980 American Library Associa
tion Filing - Kules; these ,r.ules
differ. from the filing rules
utilized in . the old catalog.
Users should be aware that the
new Author-Title and Subject
catalogs in . the Lockwood
Library will serve as union
cata.logs for th'e entire library
system. The holdings for l he
·Law Library will be fully ac-

NOTICE
The librar_y is offering Lexis re-view sessions .fQr
uppe'rclass students, ~n ·Mondays at 10:00 ·a.111.
and Tuesdays. at 11:30 a:m. or by appointment; .
·see Karen Spepcer.

1
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cessed in the new union
catalog; in other words,
duplicates of all our author, ti
tle and subject cards.will be fil
ed in the Lockwood catalogs.
If a user is trying to locate
'm aterials at Lockwood, he m13y
find it necessary to check in
two card catalogs. For items
published ·in 1981 ' and later,
the user need only check in the
new catalog. For items publish
ed in 1980 or earlier, tJ;re user,
should look. firs t iri the old,
ca"lalog:-·· w --•"Ifle - nem trlfot'
found ·there, the new card
catalog should then be cheer-·
ed.
.
The Law Library will not be
starl ing a r:iew card catalog.
While we are ado,pting ·
AACR-2, we will be incor
porating . the- necessary
changes into our · existing
catalog. We are able to ac
complish the because our card
catalog is much smaller than.
the union catal·og in
Lockwood . In addition, our
catalog is relatively new; it was
,begun only nine years ago
when the reclassification of
the · entire collection was
started.
It should .be mentioned that
the Law Library does, . in fact,
have two card catalogs .
However, the existence -of two· '
catalogs is not a consequence
of the new cataloging.. t ules.
There are two cat.~1.o gs
because the reclassification of
the collection · begun nine
years ago has not yet been ·
completed. The old c~talog
represents ,those periodical
and serial holdi'ngs which' have
not v.et been redassified . As
items are reclassified,, the
cards representing them are
removed from the ofd ' card
catalog. Therefore, .at ; ome
time in. the future when this
project is completed, th~ Law
Library will have only one card
catalog.
·

'.
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Canadian Law School Provides Unique Education
gusts generated by this
unfortunate siting plan could
qne's legal education is con- probably put a 747 into orbit.
ducted a bit differently in our . Inside the main- buildings,
neighbor to the' north, Canada. things are a bit cozier. Osgood
In the Province of Ontario, all has a nicely d~signed law
law schools are part of the pro- · library, which is said to be the
vincial univerity system. Tui- largest in Canada. The Com
tion, as might be expected at a mons Room has a fireplace, a
state-subsidized school, is low. pinball room, an elaborate
tow, perhaps, is ·not the right sound system, and an Advent
.word . Negligible may be more six foot prQjecting felevision .·
appropriate . Students at Revenues from the game room
Osgood Hall, the Law Center go to supp,ort Thursday night
of Toronto~s York University, socials in this commons area,
pay ii mere $915 in Canadian thus keeping refreshment costs
currency per year in tuition low. Bear in mind this area is
solely for use by law students.
. monies.
'
Legal education is also a
./ Osgood Hall is .part of a
s'tark, barren, · sterile complex thr~e-year program in Canada.
·of white and brown structures However, ·upon completion of
on the outskirts of Toronto. one's three year course of
Winds
reach · terminal study, graduates must spend a
velocities between the six and year "Articling." Articling is
seven story buildings, and nothing more than · clerking,
but students are required to
spend . one year in this
apprentice-like capacity. Few
students have law-related jobs
during the school year.
Research and Writing is
taught at Osgood, and is term
in
ed the Legal Profession. Things
are conducted in much the
Guadalajara
same manner as they are at
London
UB, excepting the Orals round
which
js done with full fanfare .
Oxford
Students deliver their
arguments clad in gowns, and
Paris
a panel of three be-wigged
Russia - Poland
"judges," usually professors,
pass judgement. This is con
San Diego
sidered Moot Court, although
for lnfonmillon: Prof. H. luerow
there exists at Osgood a Moot
. U. of Slln Dle10 School of lllw
Court system similar to UB's .
AIClllll,, Pillrk, Sllll Dle10, CA 92110
All _reporters in Canadian
by Ralph W. Peters

,

SUMMER
LAW STUDY

law Libraries are government
publications. There is · .r'to
equivalent of West Public~. ion
\'
and Key Numbers. However,
the official reporters do give a
small encapsulated report _of
the case.
· Additionally, there are not a
host of study aides available to
Canadian law students. Bill
Burnfield, a student at Osgood
Hall, said there is no
equivalent, tp our Legal Lines,
Sum and S~bstance, Nutshells,
and the like. Hornbooks are
available, but are not exten
·sively relied upon.
There is no tacky Bar Review
recruitment drive in Ontario
Law Schools. There is one
course, the Bar Admission
Course, and is administered by
the Law Society of Upper
Canada, a quasi-governmental
body. Students pay $700 tuition, and take a series of two
week mini-courses, after each
of which an exam is given. This
series of courses and exams
lasts a half year. If one fails _an
exam in this -series, she/he
merely repeats th_?J._Jy;o-week
unit and retakes the '
troublesome exam . The per seat Osgood, one rarely
various units are largely taught sees a woman dressed in jeans,
and sports coats and ties ·seem
by practitioners.
For the most part, Ca~adian to be de rigeur for male
·
Law Schools field debating .students. ·
By joining the Legal Aid
teams. These organizations exist independently of Moot Society, Second and Third year
Court, and are primarily con- students may represent clients
cerned with non-legal ques- from start to finish . They are
tions . Students at Osgood were permi~ted to take their case to
surprised UB had no club court and argue before the
devoted ·to the rhetorical arts . magistrate. First year students
While th~re is no ~ress code can assist in research and brief

-,.·,

l
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'·

writing. ,
Many Canadian law students
look to the Western Provinces
as the place of their future
employment. The energy
based boom in British Colum
bia and Alberta has created a
demand for attorneys that has .
so far outstripped -supply, and·
as such, there is increased_in
terest in the Study of pro
vinicial law other than that of
Ontario's.
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DIRECTOR, BAR/BRI
will be here to discuss the

NewYork :
Bar Exam•
andthe
.
BARLBRI
NewYork
Bar Review
Wednesday, Feb. J1
11:1·5 a.m. room 106
refreshments served

SENIORS
SUMMER '81 EXAM.

now .$495 + _refundable

book de·p·o sit.
First & Sec·o nd Year Students
1982 and 1983. Exams
now $.47Q+ refundable
book deposi,t.
.
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DISCOUNT DEADLINE THURSDA.Y FEBRUARY 19
Also, Irving Younger in-Depth· Course starts in ··. . ,
February. Contact on~ of these representatives~
.- ,

Carol Cramer
John Feroleto ,
Mike Doran
Cheryl' Possenti
Dana Cowan

Pap ten · ~

Pat Dooley
Ruth Pollack ·
Christopher Reed
Mark Suzumoto
"Rocky" D'Alusio

-·· ~ebruuy 5, 1981

Paticia Jayne
Lew Rose
Tanya Harvey
. Orest Bendrij
Ellen Dickes

.

Erik Lindauer
·Arthur Scott Garfinkel
Jay Marlin
Paul Israelson
Winston Ellis

Dorie H Ben.esh
Theres·e Rahill
'
Renee Lapide!i
Francine Bruno
Joan ~arren

·
'

Carla Gersten
Leslie Wolff
Michael Chakansky.
Rosemary Gallic.k

Pep·Talk

Are American Sports tilus'traiive of dur Society?
by Joe Peperone

-Super Sunday. has · come
and gone. The foot~all game,
the
Superd·ome,
the
cheerle~ders, Sjoo,ooo. one
ha If minute commercials
and the · winner of the beer
challenge ar,e all fond
memories . The _ day the
Super 'Bowl is played . with
all its fanfare and hype, may
: eem an atypical day for a
rnciologist
studying
American society, but not to
third-year ·1aw student Ross
Ru•nfola.
'
Runfola, 36, is a professor
of Social
Science at
Medaille College in Buffalo.
He is also a former
newspaper reporter who has
published more than 100 ar
ticles in a variety of
newspapers and magazines,
mainly i.n the area .of sports,
incluc,ling a piece in the New
York Times whic;h was
selected as_ the b.est sports
news feature published in
any - American ·newspaper or
magazine in 1975 . Most
recently, Dr. · Runfola co
authored the book Jock :
Sports and the Male Identity,

which was released last ·year
by Prentice-Hall, Inc . · Far
from the ~ a•v erage sports
-book, the anthology ex
amines ' the relationship be
tween sports and masulini
ty, the American obsession
~ith winning, and how
sports fosters sexism, racism
and violence . . Recently, I
talked to Dr. Runfola -about
his book, the ideas behind it,
and · American · sports in
general.
Pep Talk: How did the
book come about?
·
Rurifola :
Through
teaching !S port and Spciety,
' I hav~ stressed · that sport
mirrors American Society. If
American society is · sexist,
sport is sexist, if American
socj ety is racist, sport 'is
r.fc:ist, and if American
society is violent, sport is
vi'olent.
My co-author
teacher sociology in the
area of mas~uline identity.
We realized there. has never
been an attempt "to cor
relate the two-spor~ and
masculine identity.
PT: What do~s the book
attempt to do? ,
R.unfola: The book ex
amines sport · as an institu
tion that disseminates and
reio,t"orces
traditional
stereotypes for males . and
fer,nales. To-· give an exam
ple, a boy's partkipation in
sport reinfprees traditional
male characterisJics ag
gression,· competition, and
dominance over women. On
the other .'hand, girls are
sodalized at a· young age to
be • passive, submissive and
dependent by the games.
they play such as taking
care of dolls. Boys and. girls
are continually remin~ed of
these ·roles. It 'ii little 'girl is
good .iri sports, - we call her
a tomboy;..' if a little boy 1s
not good in ~ports, we call

~ifn a sissy. _' And if a woman must ~eflec~ r~allty, and are • usually white, ~hile the
,s ga.od ·,n sports, we · since · blacl<s have few role "out" field is primarily com
defeminize
her .
The model~ · in law econo•mics
posed of ·blacks, much like
ul~imate "compliment'" ' or medicine, black parent; ·, blacks are on the outside of
paid to Olympic D_iver Micki are sending their kids where . mainstream Ameritan socie
King was "She dives like a · they see other successful ty. ·
Ari other study · rated
man." And Babe ~aharias, . blacks - .the athletic field .
perhaps the greatest female But blacks are not "better" players on college basket
athlete of all time, sports- athletes than whites. Blacks ball · teams. When players
write~ inferred s~e was a are socialized to go into were ranked, '47% of the
lesbian because · she was so _J. ports
because- large ''Number One" players on
good.
numbers of blacks see it as e·a ch· team wer~ black, but
PT: What means can be an escapt:!.
only 17% of · the · "Number
used· to reduce the sei-role
PT: Do you feel there is· Ten" pla,yers on each team
ste.reotyping in sport?
racism in sports?
·
were black. The percentages
Runfola: Two things can
· Runfola: In the · ~merican · should be approximately
be . done now . First, girls sp~rts structure there is a the same. What . this serves
should be encouraged to high degree of racism . to show is that mediocrity is· T.hird year student Ross Runfola,
_participate
in
sports . Whites own spoits, and a . white luxury. Blacks cim author of Jock : Sports and the Male
Physically, girls can com-· Blacks are laborers. Look make it in sports - - superior Identity.
pete with boys until the age how long it took to fi'nally · · blacks - -· but if you are only
of twelve, and if they do, it get a black manager in. Ma- an average black athlete, material or ~lasses missed
redounds to the advantage . jor League Basebalt Many competing with an average because of practices or road
of both.
very qualified blacks have white athlete '- )ypicaUy trips . If a school refuses to
PT; It. seems one barrier to been continu~lly passed· the black athlete will bi!" cut sign such ' a contract, I
that is the fear of many over for pro football head or retired first.
, 1
would tell the athlete to go
parents of the "severe" coaching jobs. Again, you
PT: In ligbt of the scandal somewhere else. The key to
psychological
damage can see sport as _a reflection in .college spor,ts regarding a successful sports program
which will be done to their · of American society - who· recr\.liting violations, can in a college should not be
son _i( for example, a girl works, and_who controls.
sport5. be "saved"?
how many wins their major
beats him out for a starting
PT: Have studies · been
· Runfola: 'rhete has to be a teams get, but how many
position on 1'7 little 'league done to show the types of · realization by high scbool students, both male and ·
baseball team .
racism facing players?
at_h letes and t.heir , · pareflts female,
participate · in
Runfola: The point is it
Runfola: Yes. rn pro foot- that only 2% of all college sports. Title IX will help
will be healthy for both. The ball, positional analyses football a_n d basketball reach the goal of full par
girls can then explore the have been done. -In the so . play~rs ever play .P,ro sports, ticiupation .
natural limits· of thelr ability called "intellectual • posi- so that an · athlete should . PT: Are you anti-sports?
,
and the boys will learn a tions"
·q uarterback, primarily go to· college to
Runfola : I'm anti- the way
sense of e~uality . _T his center, _middle...linebacker -:- get an education. When you sports are p_layed today . The
relates to the second point only 7% of the players are have a winning-is-everything book attempts ·to show that
of my · solution - the rapid black . Among . kickers and mentality, that's when you everybody loses, given the
implementation of Title IX punters only 1% are black. se"e
schools
changing present sports. structure. If
in the colleges-, which would But in the "instinc;tive" posi- transcripts and forcing se you understand sports, you
significantly increase the tions - cornerback and run- cond and third stringers to understand society, and I
budgets of women's col- ning· bac.J(:.. 62%' -frre ' blacl<. give j up their schc>larships. think reading the book will
legiate athletic programs. Are blacks b·iologically There should be · a contract help
one
unders tand
This would g.ure.. women the superior to whites in these between a college and an American culture.
equality · of opportunity to positions and -vice-versa? athlete it wishes to .recruit.
***
explore
their
natural No, bur you have white That contract should re
The , book is entertaining •
physical limits and put an coaches telling players quire the college to give him
end ta- the belief shared by where to play. Many blacks the best possible· education. and enjoyable to read . The
many college women that who were very good college Too many colleges force articles contained in it cover.
success, whether intellec- quarterbacks get turned in- their athletes to take· easy or the many facets o_f sports,
tually or athletic-ally, is to running backs or corner- non-e,!ist~nt courses so as from participating to spec
equated with
loss of backs the first day of pro not to interfere with prac tating. It addresses the profemininity . A few years ago, training camp - never get- tices or road trips . The same · blems, offers solutions, and
women· at Radcliffe College ting a chance to prove schools · will take away a ·views things in an always
were given information on a themselves . Wben - a young player's scholarship, the on perceptive but sometimes
hypothetical woman who white quarterback suffers, if ly means he has for staying lighthearted way. It's just as
was said to be first in her is said · that it takes five in school, if he gets injured valuable for · the person
med school, class and were years to make a good pro and _is. .unable to compete on uninterested in sports as it is
asked to describe her . quarterback, . but if a young . the team. The contract to the most rabid fan or
About 75% said she was black quarterback struggles, should give the athlete the athlete, and I would recom
unattractive and hard up for people start whispering that education he desires , in  mend it to anyone who
d ates. It appears that he's "d um)>". The same eluding the opportuni~y ._ to wants to spend a few . hours
women are programmed to positional analysis exists in ta'ke more difficult courses. away from a casebook.
be losers. They need equali- baseball . The so called A_nd the college should pro Copies can be bought
ty of opp~rtunity;. the . more "thinking" ·positions - pit- · vide tutorial help to aid the through the University
freedom womefl have to cher, catcher, ·shortstops stujent-athlete in grasping Bookstore or from Ross .
participate· in sports, the
more ' everyone benefits
from sports.
PT; One · area in · which
you've written much on is
INTERESTED IN SPECIALIZING?
the area of blacks and
.sports . Could you explafo
your theories?
.
.
Runfola: In a capitalistic
society, masculin_ity is· defin
ed largely in, terms of _power._·
Black men today fiave few
• · Fellowships Available
•
opportunities to proye th&ir
• Full-time and Part-time Programs Offered . •
"manhood" ◄ in • the . social,
• .Quality Programs of a Fully Accre~ited Law School •
political, and economic

U~iversity of &n Diego

LL.M. IN TAXATION
LL.M. IN CRl·MINAL LAW

realms of America. Arthur
Ashe wrote a letteJ 'to black
parents which appeared in
the New:. York - Times, .telling
them to send their kids to
the library. · But, a1 I replied
in a column the next week: ·
Arthur, look around, dreams
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Douglas' Character sh-;nes·in 'The.C~urt Years'
by Peter Bergenstock
The Court Years, the
autobiography of William 0 .
Douglas, is disappointing in
several ways. At times it reads
like an uninspired text on con
stitutional law , as when
Douglas traces the twentieth
century developments of the
First Amendment and the Due
Process Clause. Douglas -states
theme
of
his
· the
autobiography is the growth of
political bankruptcy in
America - the dissol1,1tion of
public morals . The book,
however, is written in such a
disorganized fashion that
some of the coherency of this
theme is lost.
With all its flaws taken into
consideration, The Court Years
still provides tt,ie reader with a
valuable illumination of
Justice Douglas' character and

his contributions·· to the steady disintegration of leadership w'hich reached its nadir
marketplace of ideas.
·
Having served with six under Richard Nixon.
,,,....
·
presidents, Douglas was in a
Douglas credits the press, as
unique position to evaluate
changes in American leader well as public opinion and an
ship from 1939 to 1975. independent judiciary, with
According to Douglas, no finally "concerning" Nixon.
Despite his absolutist posipresident after FDR was able
to meet the demands of the of tion- regarding the First Amend~
fice in terms of ability or in ment, Douglas chides the
tegrity. Truman was little more American press for its laziness
than -a local politician, with lit and commercialism . He writes
few · ~eporters
in
tle understanding of global that
diplomacy . Douglas writes Washington do their own
that too often · Truman rei'ied researc,h - most are content
on heavy-handed military in to "live" on government handtervention, setting a precedent outs. the press often fails to
which would have tragic con live up to its role as
sequences for Lyndon Johnson information-gatherer and,
in Vietnam . Under Eisenhower, therefore, the public suffers .
the business establishment set "The Society of the Dialogue,
upon Washington, looking for · as espoused by the First
favors· and exercising a corrupt Amendment, is increasingly
inffuence ov·er government. difficult to stimulate," writes
Douglas points to a slow but Douglas .

.

Douglas is candid about ideology, but from a concern
presidents and the press in The from the common -man. As .
Court Years, buf when writing Douglas puts it, "The status
of the Supreme Court and its quo only helps.., the fat c~ts."
members his tone becomes Moreover, his ideals were not
d~ferential. Indeed, his discus- to be bartered. When °Douglas
sions of the Court" are little issued the stay of execution,in· ,
·
· ·
more .t han a series
o f .anec- th e . Rosen b uerg czons-piracy
dotes. We are told that Felix case, later . vacated · by 'the
Frankfurter loved to indulge in Court, he found that many of
_bench -and his old friends avoided him
dramatics on
that Charles Eva.ns Hughes themselves caught
in -th~
once scared a bear from the hysteria of the day. . Douglas
porch of his mountain cabin, writes: "I was dropped from
but we are not given the hard social lists, which do not
criticism Dot.,igl-as reserves for bother me, as I much preferred
other branches of government to spend winter days looking
and · society .'· Perhaps the for wild persimmon . trees, or
greatest fault · of The Court conversing with ari .old-barred
Years is it fails to give us a owl."
.
penetrating look at the
This was the man to whom
Supreme Court itself.
Lyndon Johnson once said,
Justice Douglas' own "Liberty and justice, that's all
character shines through on you_think of." Douglas replied,
the pages of The Court Years . "You're goddamn right, Mr.
His liberalism sprang not from · President."
·
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The Student Bar Assac,i ation
and ·t h·e .
19.8 1 SJJA Commencement Committee
Proudly Announce the First Annual,,

"100 DAYS 'TIL GRADUATION PARTY''
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OPEN ONLY TO ALL LAW STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF and ADMINISTRATIOJ~.

Time & Place:

Thursday, February .12,1981
9:00 p.m . .u ntil closing
.
_Bootie's Pump Room (S.t ahl Rel .near Campbell Blvd)

Admission:

Seniors who have purchased or who purchase Senior
I.D.'s before February 12 will be·admitted upon
presentation of their I.D.'s.
For all others, admission is ·$4.00 before February 12
or $_5.0() at the door: ·
·
·
)

ADMISSION INCLUDES

FREE . BEER (10 .Bt\RRELS OF ~Tl), SOD~,
WINGS -A S LONG AS THEY LAST· and
DRINK SPECIALS.

PURCHASE YOUR

TICKET OR-I.D_.
I·

at ·

THE LAW LIBRARY BEFORE
FEBRlJAR¥ -121·
'

_J

